The ever increasing number of foreign made typewriters imported into the United States, as well as the usage of foreign made typefaces on American made typewriters, has caused a basic change in the document examiner's approach to typewriter classification and differentiation. The earlier schemes for American typewriters based upon gross form differences no longer suffice. While the primary problem in typewriting casework has been, and will continue to be, the individualization and identification of specific typewriters, the problem of classification and differentiation of typewriting on the basis of manufacturing origin remains of frequent invesItigatory significance.
It is the purpose of this paper to codify and classify all the available data on foreign typewriters and foreign typefaces so as to provide a scheme for differentiation. No coverage is provided for American made typewriters equipped with American made typefaces. This paper supercedes all prior compilations by the author on foreign typewriter differentiation. (3, 4, 5) While every effort has been made to provide comprehensive coverage of the subject, no claim is made or implied of complete coverage of all past and present foreign typewriters and/or typefaces.
Until the early 1950's, a knowledge of the common American made typefaces, i. e., Royal, Remington, Underwood, Woodstock, SmithCorona, and IBM, sufficed for most document examiners in the United States. With certain exceptions, each of the major American companies produced its own distinctive typefaces and made periodic changes in its typeface designs. While it was expected that Royal typefaces, for example, would be found only on a Royal typewriter, this situation did not always obtain. The Smith-Corona company, to cite one manufacturer, made "matched" typefaces for years which approximated the designs of competitive typefaces. Over the years, several typewriter manufacturers have supplied "Tower" typewriter models, marketed by Sears, Roebuck & Company. The typefaces used on these machines, all bearing the same "Tower" brand name, are the current typefaces used by the particular typewriter manufacturer. It is known that the major typewriter manufacturers have sold typewriters equipped with typeface designs of their competitors in order to comply with specific customer preference. Further, one should note the manufacture of some Underwood and Monarch noiseless typewriters by Remington, using parts and typefaces identical to corresponding Remington models.
In spite of the fact that one could only distinguish typeface designs rather than typewriter manufacturers, the problems in classification were relatively easy in the pre-1950 era. The American typewriters in the pica and elite size were all spaced 10 characters to the horizontal inch and 12 characters to the horizontal inch, or a unit spacing of 2.54 mm and 2.12 mm per character, respectively. Differentiation was usually based upon gross characteristics, rarely upon subtle differences, assuming all pertinent characters were represented in the exemplar. The published schemes of Hilton serve this purpose admirably. (11, 12) Foreign made typewriters began to enter the United States in quantity in the early 1950's. As the import of European typewriters increased, the production of American typewriters, particularly portables, declined in volume. American typewriter companies began to manufacture type-writers in European factories and to market these typewriters in the United States under their own brand names. Certain American typewriter companies started buying European typefaces for use on American made typewriters, also marketed under their own brand name. A consequential number of European typewriter manufacturers initiated models with a unit spacing of 2.54 mm and 2.12 mm, a departure from their usual unit spacing. The consideration of European typewriters as a problem separate and distinct from American typewriters ended, for all practical purposes, in 1955 when the R. C. Allen Company imported Ransmayer and Rodrian typefaces from Germany for use on the Allen typewriters.
In the post-World War I era, typewriter production outside the United States was centered in Western Europe, Central Europe, and Italy. In the last few years, the Japenese have entered into large scale typewriter production and concurrent export to the United States. (1) In the last year, a new development has taken place. German typewriter manufacturers have sold or transferred their manufacturing facilities to areas with lower labor costs, i. e., Portugal and Yugoslavia. (10) It is to be expected that further developments in typewriter manufacture will follow this trend toward production in areas with lower production costs. Appendix 1 lists all the known foreign typewriter manufacturers, the country where manufactured, and the dates when produced, plus a cross-index of alternate brands names. It is to be noted that in addition to each typewriter manufacturer using multiple brand names, in some cases, several different typewriter manufacturers have used the same brand name, i. e., "AMC". Typewriters bearing an "AMC" nameplate could have been made by Alpina, Japy, or Orga. Furthermore, the products of the overseas factories of American typewriter manufacturers must be considered separate and apart from American produced typewriters.
The classification and differentiation of foreign typewriters and foreign typefaces involves several new factors, not normally encountered in American made typewriters.
a. Some foreign typewriter manufacturers buy their typefaces from typeface manufacturers, i. e., Torpedo.
b. Some foreign typewriter manufacturers have manufactured their own typefaces and have not sold these typefaces to other typewriter manufacturers, i. e., Consul.
c. Some foreign typewriter manufacturers have manufactured their own typefaces and have sold typefaces to other typewriter manufacturers, i.e., Olivetti.
d. Some foreign typewriter manufacturers have produced their own typefaces at one time in their corporate existence and have brought typefaces from typeface manufacturers at other times, i. e., Adler.
e. Some foreign typewriter manufacturers have bought typefaces from several different typeface manufacturers, sometimes at different times and sometimes concurrently, i. e., European Remington.
f. Foreign typeface manufacturers sell their products to many different typewriter manufacturers, i. e., Setag.
g. Foreign typeface manufacturers introduce changes occasionally in their typeface designs, i. e., Ransmayer and Rodrian (RaRo).
h. Foreign typeface manufacturers do not ordinarily strive toward individuality in typeface designs, but prefer to make their typeface designs quite similiar to other typefaces on the market, i. e., Tangens and RaRo. k. The same typeface design of a typeface manufacturer may be found on several different brand name typewriters with varied unit spacings. Tables 1 and 2 correlates the known usage of typefaces produced by the various major typeface manufacturers with usage by the specific typewriter manufacturers with the indicated unit spacings. The pattern of pitch usage and typeface usage can be used for extrapolative and predictive Tables 3A and 3B lists by pitch the known usage of the various typeface designs by the indicated typewriter manufacturers. The type of machine, i. e., standard (office) or portable, as well as the dates of usage are given when known. The usage data have been derived from comparison of spedmens, inspection of machines, and from available data. Credit for much of the outstanding work in this field must be given to two diligent document examiners-Krininalhauptkommissar Josef Haas, of Stuttgart, Germany, and Mr. Jan Beck of Seattle, Washington. (1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9) The designations of the various typeface formations are somewhat arbitrary. In some cases, the designation conforms with the typeface manufacturer's symbol on the typeblock, i. e., "CSA 29", in other cases, the designation is an arbitrary designation by the author, i. e., "RaRo 7E". Some attempt has been made to follow the designations used by Haas; however, complete comparability has not been possible. Wherever possible, the name of the typeface manufacturer has been used in designating the same of a typeface formation. The name of the typewriter manufacturer is used where it is known that the typewriter manufacturer produces or has produced his own typefaces. In some instances, typeface designs which can be differentiated from all other known typeface formations have become available only as spedmen strike-ups. In the absence of information on typeblock symbols, these typeface formations have been designated "Type A", etc. Should information become available as to the source of the typefaces, then the designation can be changed to indicate the manufacturer.
Because of the ubiquitous usage of RaRo type and the need for extrapolation, recent RaRo typefaces are listed in each pitch category even though no data are available to indicate that any typewriter manufacturer has used these RaRo typefaces in that unit spacing. It should be stressed again that these tables are not absolutely complete or all-encompassing in the sense that they can be used for purposes of exclusion. These tables reflect all the data currently available from public and private sources. No coverage is provided for minor typeface manufacturers such as Feler. Table 4 presents a dichotomous-type scheme for differentiating all the typeface designs referred to in Table 3 . These schemes were predicated upon the basis of full strike-ups being available for purposes of differentiation. The following characters are used for this purpose:
Upper Case: M, E, T, N, S, D, R Lower Case: a, w, m, f, i, g, p, z, d, j, t, r, n Numerals: 3, 4, 7, X It is recognized that the letter "z" and the symbol "Y2 " have a very low frequency in the average questioned document. However, because of the complexities of differentiating foreign typefaces, the author has found specific need of these characters to differentiate similiar appearing type fonts. It is a fact that the foreign typeface manufacturers have striven to make their designs similiar rather than distinctive. The only broad exceptions to this practice have been the Olympia typefaces, both East (E) and West (-W). The format used is not the only way of presenting data, but it is the clearest, considering the problems involved.
The following list illustrates and summarizes the differences between the various designs of characters used for differentiation. ..33 .............................................. .i ......................................... It should be noted that the pertinent characters in all the type fonts covered fit into only one of the categories for each character. While the "4" in a specimen might not look precisely like the illustrations of the various types of "4"s, it can be placed in only one of the categories by virtue of the listed differentiating criteria. If just a "2" is used in the scheme to denote a style of letter, rather than subdivisions "2a", "2b", or "2c", etc., for example, it covers all the described subdivisions. The practicalities of coping with the differentiation of foreign typewriters involves two determinations-that of pitch and of typeface design. Each of these will serve to limit the possibilities as outlined in Tables 1 and 2 . Pitch determination is ordinarily accomplished using specially ruled glass plates. Accurate plates are a necessity since the difference between 2.10 mm and 2.12 mm, for example, is very slight. One should be very cautious in making any pitch determinations with photocopies, unless they are exactly one to one in size. In some of the 'reproductive processes there is a slight but significant change in the relative size of the copy.
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In the absence of all the significant characters necessary for complete typeface differentiation, much can be done otherwise. Classification first by pitch will delimit the possibilities so that the entire scheme in Tables 4A and 4B need not be necessary. The list of possible typeface designs for each specific pitch can be determined from Table  3 . Using this restricted list of typeface possibilities, the scheme in Tables 4A and 4B may become more workable in the light of the characters available for use in differentiation. In any event, reasoned extrapolations can be made with the data available in this paper.
Accurate determination of typeface designs should involve comparison of all characters with a complete strike-up of the typeface design. Specimens on hand should be categorized by pitch and typeface design so that they can be used for this purpose. Defects in the examiner's reference file should be made up as is possible. In collecting specimens, care should be taken to include a sketch of the typeblock symbol for use in determining typeface manufacturer. A study of full strike-ups of the various designs will reveal other characters which can be used for differentiation, if less than the total number of known typeface designs is under consideration.
In communicating the results of examinations, it is best to report that the document was prepared on a typewriter equipped with RaRo style typefaces, for example, and that with a specific unit spacing, certain typewriters have been equipped with this typeface design. Reporting that a document was typed on a certain brand typewriter could lead to problems if "copied" type is involved or alternate brand names. Because of the lack of complete data it is always well to include a clause such as "and possibly other foreign made typewriters", after the listing of typewriter manufacturers known to have used a certain typeface design.
